
Birthday Checklist
Date and time Theme

Invitations Decoration

Guests

On the menu

Playlist (Music)

Activities / games

Cake (+ candles)

Gifts
(including for the guests)



Les 
            fruits





Paper fruits (relief)

(see photo steps)
1. In a sheet the colour of the fruit, cut circles of the same diameter as the printed fruit (between 5 and 10). 
2. Fold the circles in 2. 
3. Cut out the printed fruit, turn it over and stick to the right the half-face of a circle folded in 2. 
4. Then stick to the left, the half-face of a second circle folded in 2. 
5. Glue the following half-faces in the same way, right and left, on the half-faces glued previously. 
6. Until the rear volume is sufficient to give an impression of relief to the fruit. 

1. Glue one on the other 2 circles 
of different diameters (1 green / 1 red). 
2. Fold in half. 
3. Draw the seeds with a black felt pen.

Front face

Rear face



Fruit garland

1. Cut the fruits. 
2. Tie them together with a needle 
and a piece of string.

To make a fresh and garland full of vitamins:

NOTE: To get a longer garland, 
print this file several times.





Gift packages
. Fruits .



To make "fruit" gift packs you will need: 

M
at

éri
al

:

Kiwi gift
Pack the present in green gift wrap. 
2. In a beige/white sheet, cut out a half circle slightly smaller 
than the gift and stick it on the front edge of the package.
3. Finally, draw the seeds in black felt pen.

. Colourful gift wrap

. Coloureds sheet

. Scissors

. 1 tube of glue 

. 1 roll of tape

. 1 black felt pen

Watermelon gift
1. Pack the present in red / pink gift wrap. 
2. In a corner at the bottom, stick 2 pieces of paper 
one on top of the other (2 shades of green) cut in triangular shape, 
adjusted to the shape of the gift. 
3. Finally, draw the seeds in black felt pen.

Strawberry gift
1. Pack the present in red gift wrap. 
2. Cut the leafy part in a green sheet (template provided)
and stick it on the top of the package. 
3. Finally, draw the achenes (little hairs to you and me!) in black felt pen.



Orange gift

Pineapple gift

1. Pack the present in dark orange gift wrap. 
2. Cut a semicircle slightly smaller than the gift into a light orange 
sheet and stick it on the front edge of the package. 
3. In a second, smaller dark orange circle cut out triangular quarters 
and glue them to the 1st light orange semi circle.
4. Finally draw the seeds in black felt pen.

1. Pack the present in yellow gift wrap. 
2. Cut some regular strips from a yellow sheet. 
3. Crisscross and glue the strips on the front of the package. 
4. Cut the leafy part from a green sheet (template provided)
and stick it on the top of the package.

Apple gift
1. Pack the present in green gift wrap. 
2. To make the stem, crumple a piece of kraft paper 
and stick it to the top of the package. 
3. Cut a sheet using the same paper from the template
provided and stick it next to the stem.

Note: to make a lemon package, follow the same steps, but with yellow!



Templates
to adapt (size) and to transfer onto the paper to be cut...

( Leaf)Apple

(to close in circles, bending points)
Pineapple 

(branches to be bent)
Strawberry





Cake toppers / tags
. Cake photos . . Gift tags . . Straw decorations .


